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Unit 5 
Let’s Celebrate 

New Vocabulary 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word Meaning Word Meaning 

1- after キバよ 17- July ヱΑャヱΑ 
2- before メよホ 18- August サヅシビや 
3- dawn ケィヘャや 19- September ケよョゎよシ 

4- fast ュヱタΑ 20- October ケよヱゎミや 
5- mean ヶルバΑ 21- November ケよョプヱル 
6- month ケヰセ 22- December ケよョシΑキ 
7- go out ァケカΑ 23- march ュゅドゎルゅよ ヶセョΑ 

8- grandfather キィ 24- National day ヶルヅヱャや キΑバャや 
9- cousin メゅカャや/ュバャや )り(ラよや 25- street ネケゅセ 

10- prayer りΚタ 26- birthday キΚΑョ キΑハ 

11- January ケΑゅルΑ 27- blow out ¬ヴヘヅΑ 
12- February ケΑやケよプ 28- candle るバョセ 

13-March サケゅョ 29- visit ケヱコΑ 
14- April メΑケよや 30- party るヤヘェ 

15- May ヱΑゅョ 31- present るΑキワ 

16- June ヱΑルヱΑ   



 

 

Hawalli Educational Area                                                         Shaikhan P.Sch. for boys 

English Dep.                                        Unit 5                              Grade 3 Exercises  

Vocabulary  

Choose the correct answer :  

1 –  My ………………………. has got white hair.    
a. month                       b. dawn                          c. grandfather   

   

2 – Ali is sick. Let’s ………..……… him.     
 a. visit                          b. mean                           c. fast  

   

3– I love my ………..…………. Fatma. She is my uncle’s daughter.   
  a. month                     b. grandfather               c. cousin   

 

4- January is the ……………………… month of the year.    
 a. third                         b. fifth                            c. first  

 

 5 – Kuwait’s  ………..……………..……. is on February25th  .     
a. street                        b. month                         c. National Day  

 

6 – It’s dark here, let’s light some ……………….…… .     
 a. months                    b. cousins                        c. candles  

Grammar 

Choose the correct answer :  

1 –  I ………………………. fruit every day.    
a. eats                          b. eating                           c. eat    

   

2 – We always ……………..…… our grandfather every week.      
a. visit                           b. visits                            c. visiting 

 

3 – My mother’s birthday party ……………… last Sunday .      
  a. is                              b. was                               c. were 

 

4- Last week, we  ………….…….……. the National Day of Kuwait.       
 a. celebrate                   b. celebrated                  c. celebrates  

    

 5 – Fahed  …………….……. to London yesterday .       
a. travel                         b. travels                         c. travelled  

 

6 – Last Friday, there ……………… a lot of people in the mosque.   
 a. are                           b. were                              c. was    



 

 

Reading comprehension  

Read the following passage then answer the questions : 

  

 

 

 

        In Kuwait, we always celebrate the National Day on February25th  . Also we 

celebrate the Liberation Day on  February26th  . We all are very happy. Most 

people go out to the streets to celebrate these happy days. They march and sing 

nice songs about Kuwait. They carry Kuwaiti flags. They also play with water guns 

on the Gulf street .  Pupils don’t go to schools on these days. It is a holiday . Kuwait 
is a beautiful country .   

     Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: 

 1 – On the National Day, people sing songs about……….…………   

 a. schools                           b. pupils                                c. Kuwait     

 2 – There are ………………… colours in the flag of Kuwait.  

 a. five                                 b. four                                   c. three      

3- people carry ---------------- in the streets . 

   A . flags                           b- books                              c – bags  

4- The liberation Day is on  February -------------------- . 

a- 24th                                b – 25th                              c- 26th  

 

5- The underline pronoun (they) in line four refers to :a- 

People                         b- flags                            c- National Day  

 

 



 

 

Composition 

Write three sentences, using the following guide pictures and words:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 Yesterday – birthday          put – candles                    friends – presents 

  

           ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

  

 

Eid Al Fitr comes after Ramadan . We always go to the mosque for  

 

 

Eid ------------------------ .                  .  We visit our  ------------------------- 

 

 

 

We usually -------------------------------  

 

 

 

with our family .  

 
 

Teacher : Sahar Adel                                      H.O.D Nada Al Banai 

 

 

 



 

 

Unit 6 
It’s a Lovely Day! 

New Vocabulary 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word Meaning Word Meaning 

1- left ケゅシΑ 17- diving ソヱピャや 
2- right ラΑョΑ 18- grandson キΑヘェ 

3- sign るゎプΙ 19- festival メゅヘゎェや 
4- straight on ュゅョΖャ 20- welcome ゅよェケョ 
5- traffic lights ケヱケョャや りケゅセや 21- remember ケミクゎΑ 

6- picnic るワコル 22- past ヶッゅョ 
7- sick チΑケョ 23- gave ヴヅハや 
8- slow ¬ヴヅよ 24- winner コもゅプ 

9- plane りケもゅヅ 25- race ベゅよシ 

10- airport ケゅヅョ 26- palm メΑカル 
11- bus るヤプゅェ 27- show チケバΑ 
12- fast ノΑケシ 28- delicious クΑクャ 

13-travel ケプゅシΑ 29- feel/felt ケバセ/ケバセΑ 
14- flowers ケヱワコ 30- leave/left ケキゅビ/ケキゅピΑ 
15- pearl りぼャぼャ 31- strong ヵヱホ 
16- diver ソやヱビ   



 

 

 

Hawalli Educational Zone                                          Shaikhan AlFarisi School                 

Grade 3           Second Term 

Vocabulary Unit 6 

From a ,b,c and d choose the most suitable answer that  best completes each of 

the following sentences:-  

1- It’s fine today. Let’s have a ………………………. 
a- candle            b- picnic                        c- dawn 

2- Ali is ……….……….. He must see the doctor. 
a- sick                  b- fast                             c- winner 

3- We have to stop at the red ……….………. 
a- birthday         b- pearl                          c- traffic 

4- The car is fast but the bike is ……….………. 
a- strong             b- slow                           c- delicious 

5- I like my mother’s cake. It is……….………. 
a- fast                  b- slow                          c- delicious 

6- We go to the ……….……….to travel by plane. 
a- palm               b- airport                      c- grandson 

 

Vocabulary Unit 6 

From a ,b,c and d choose the most suitable answer that  best completes each of  

the following sentences:-  

1- It’s fine today. Let’s have a ………………………. 
a- candle            b- picnic                        c- dawn 

2- Ali is ……….……….. He must see the doctor. 
a- sick                  b- fast                             c- winner 

3- We have to stop at the red ……….………. 
a- birthday         b- pearl                          c- traffic 

4- The car is fast but the bike is ……….………. 
a- strong             b- slow                           c- delicious 

5- I like my mother’s cake. It is……….………. 
a- fast                  b- slow                          c- delicious 

6- We go to the ……….……….to travel by plane. 



 

 

a- palm               b- airport                      c- grandson 

Hawalli Educational Zone                                                                              

Shaikhan AlFarisi School                                                                           Grade 3 Second Term 

Grammar Unit 6 

From a ,b,c and d choose the most suitable answer that  best completes each of  

the following sentences:-  

1- I always ……………………..by plane. 
a- travel              b- travels                       c- travelled 

2- We………………………to Failaka last week. 
a- go                  b- went                           c- goes 

3- We will …………………. to the harbour by car. 
a- go                 b- went                         c- going 

4- My family…………………….Failaka next week. 
a- visit                b- visited                       c- will visit 

5- I go to school ………………………car. 
a- by                 b- with                          c- on 

6- The elephant is……………………..than the dog. 

a- big                b- bigger                     c- bigger than 

 

From a ,b,c and d choose the most suitable answer that  best completes each of  

the following sentences:-  

1- I always ……………………..by plane. 
a- travel              b- travels                       c- travelled 

2- We………………………to Failaka last week. 
a- go                  b- went                           c- goes 

3- We will …………………. to the harbour by car. 
a- go                 b- went                         c- going 

4- My family…………………….Failaka next week. 
a- visit                b- visited                       c- will visit 

5- I go to school ………………………car. 
a- by                 b- with                          c- on 

6- The elephant is……………………..than the dog. 
a- big                b- bigger                     c- bigger  



 

 

 

Hawalli Educational Zone                                                                              

Shaikhan AlFarisi School                                                                           Grade 3 Second Term 

Writing Unit 6 

Form Sentences about (Failaka) with the help of these pictures and 

words: 

 

 

   

( Failaka - beautiful )                   (go – boat )                  ( sit – tree) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Hawalli Educational Zone                                                                              

Shaikhan AlFarisi School                                                                           Grade 3 Second Term 

Reading comprehension (Unit 6) 

 Read the following passage then answer the questions below : 

 

 

 

 

 

Ali and Haya went to Failaka last week. They went with Polly. They 

went by boat. They saw lots of fish. They also saw many people in big ships. Polly 

arrived first because she flew. 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1-1- The best title of the passage is .....................................                                        

 a) Filaka Island             b) Swimmimg              c) The car race 

 

2- Ali and Haya went to …………..….……….last week. 
 

a) Failaka                     b) Salmiya                c) Kuwait City 

 

3- You can see lots of ……….……….in Failaka. 
 

a) cars                        b) fish                     c) schools 

 

4- There are ……………………………….boats in the pictures. 

 

a) one                         b) two                     c) three  



 

 

Unit 7 
The Weather in Kuwait 

New Vocabulary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word Meaning Word Meaning 

1- cucumber ケゅΑカ 15- plant(v./n.) るゎよル/ネケコΑ 
2- farm るハケコョ 16- waste ノΑッΑ 

3- strawberry るャヱやケプ 17- rubbish るョゅョホ 
4- playground ゆバヤョ 18- clean フΑドル 

5- spring ノΑよケャや 19- bottle るィゅィコ 

6- summer フΑタャや 20- beautiful メΑョィ 

7- autumn フΑケカャや 21- important ュヰョ 
8- winter ¬ゅゎセャや 22- rainy ケヅョョ 

9- rain ケヅョ 23- sunny サョセョ 
10- warm ¬ヴプやキ 24- wind ゥゅΑケ 

11- cool キケゅよ 25- windy フタゅハ 

12- season メタプ 26- cloudy ュもゅビ 

13-desert ¬やケェタ 27- nuts れやケシミョ 
14- keep ドヘゎェΑ   



 

 

               

 

Name:…………………………………………………                             Class:3/……………

              Ministry of Education                         Hawalli Educational Area  
              English Department                   Grade (3) Unit (7) Exercise 

                        Name:…………………………………………………                             Class:3/…………… 
 

Vocabulary 
        From a, b & c choose the most suitable answer that best complete each of  

       the following sentences: 

.           1-I need one tomato and two ……………………… to make a salad.  
cucumbers                                  playground                             farm 

.          2- We shouldn't ………………………… water. 
clean                                         keep                                         waste 

.          3-There are four ……………………… in the year. 
plants                                       seasons                                    bottles 

.          4-The weather is very hot and ……………………… in summer. 
sunny                                       rainy                                         cool 

Grammar 

      From a, b & c choose the most suitable answer that best completes 

        each of the following sentences: 

.         1-Are there chairs in the class? Yes, there ……………………………… 

is                               am                                     are 

.         2- I'm ……………………………………… than my brother. 
taller                           tall                                    tallest 

.        3- Huda ……………………… chocolate.       

like                               likes                                 liked 

.        4-They ……………………… to the supermarket yesterday. 
went                             goes                                 go 

a b 

b 

b 

c 

c 

c 

a b c 

a b c 

a b c 

a b c 

a b c 

a 

a 

a 

a 



 

 

              Ministry of Education                                    Hawalli Educational Area  

              English Department                                     Grade (3) Unit (7) Exercise 

                                        

Comprehension 

 

 

Read the following passage then answer the questions: 

        It is a rainy day today. Rashid asked his mum to play outside and his mum said yes.  

        He is very happy because, he loves the rain. He will put his raincoat and boots.  

           He will wear a hat too. He will walk to the park and meet his friends there.  

           Rashid's old umbrella was broken. So, his mum bought him a new one yesterday.  

          And, he can't wait to show his new umbrella to all his friends. 

 

From a, b & c choose the most suitable answer that best completes  

each of the following sentences: 
 
 

1. The best title for this passage could be …………………………… 

A day in the rain                 Friends                                The park 

2. The word "He" in line 2 refers to …………………………… 

boots                                 mum                                     Rashid 

3. Rashid's mum bought him a new …………………………… 

umbrella                              hat                                      coat 

4. There are ………………… boys in the picture. 
two                                        three                                 four 

 

a 

a 

b c 

c 

a 

a 

c 

c 

b 

b 

b 



 

 

              Ministry of Education                                    Hawalli Educational Area  

              English Department                                     Grade (3) Unit (7) Exercise 

 

 

Composition 

          Write sentences with the help of guide words & a picture: 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Spelling  

              Write the missing words to complete a text: 

    

Hello, my name is Huda. I always help my mum.   

            I always keep my room …………………………                .   Today, the weather is very  

             beautiful and ……………………………                       So, I will go to the market.  

            I will buy some ……………………………………………    .           They are my favourite fruit. 

 

like – desert  with - family  go – winter  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Unit 8 
Let’s be Fit and Healthy! 

New Vocabulary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word Meaning Word Meaning 

1- stomach りキバョ 15- really ゅボェ 

2- hurt ヵクぼΑ/ュャぼΑ 16- create ¬ヴセルΑ 
3- medicine ¬やヱキ 17- wonderful ノもやケ 

4- healthy ヶェタ 18- world ュャゅハ 

5- fizzy ヵコゅビ 19- environment るもΑよ 
6- better メップぺ 20- peacefully ュΚシよ 
7- wrong ほヅカ 21- happily りキゅバシよ 

8- ate メミぺ 22- around メヱェ 

9- fork るミヱセ 23- air ¬やヱワ 

10- knife ラΑミシ 24- recycle ケΑヱキゎ キΑバΑ 
11- spoon るボバヤョ 25- paper ベケヱ 

12- plate ベよヅ 26- free クΑクャ 
13-ill チΑケョ 27- garbage るョゅョホ 
14- fit ゅΑルキよ ベもΙ   



 

 

Ministry of Education                                                                                                              Second Term 
Hawalli Educational Area                                             

Shaikhan Al Farsi primary school/boys     Unit 8 Let’s be fit and healthy (Exercise)         Grade three 

I-Reading 

A) Vocabulary 

From a,b &c choose the most suitable answer that best completes each of the 
following sentences: 

 

1-We shouldn’t drink ……………………drinks; they are unhealthy. 

a. wonderful                     b. fizzy                     c. healthy              

              

2-My mother takes her…………………... every 3 hours to get better. 

a. fork                               b. plate                    c. medicine 

                       

     3-To save the environment, we should ………………. papers and bottles.  

         a. recycle                          b.  hurt                    c. eat              

      

     4- We use a  ………………………..to drink the soup. 

         a. stomach                             b. spoon                   c. knife                 

   

 

II- Writing 

A) Grammar 

From a,b &c choose the most suitable answer that best completes each of the 
following sentences: 

 

1- …………………………… him this medicine every 4 hours. 

a- Giving                                   b- Give                               c-Gave 

 

2- …………………………… there any nuts? 

a- Is                                             b- Am                               c-Are 

3- Hamad…………………………… his grandfather tomorrow. 

a- visit                                   b- will visit                               c-visited 

 

 

Prepared by: Etab Abdul Monem                                                       H.O.D: Mrs. Nada  Al Bannai 



 

 

 

Ministry of Education                                                                                                              Second Term 
Hawalli Educational Area                                             

Shaikhan Al Farsi primary school/boys     Unit 8 Let’s be fit and healthy (Exercise)         Grade three 

I-Reading 

B) Pictorial Reading Comprehension 

 

  

 

   

        

 

 

 

            The Thomson family has been trying to eat healthy meals for a long time.  

But found it hard to keep it up. Mr. and Mrs. Thomson work long hours at the 

hospital. They feel tired when they arrive home. They also have three young 

children who needed a lot of care. It’s difficult for the family to cook healthy  
meals everyday. For months, they ordered fast food during the week. That was  

a bad routine. The Thomson started worrying that their children would get used  

to eating fast food. So, for the last two weeks, they have been eating healthy 

 homemade meals and they feel happy for that. 
 

From a,b &c choose the most suitable answer that best completes each of the 
following sentences: 
 

1-The best title for this passage could be …………………… 

a. Healthy life style               b. The Thomson                     c. Fast Food              

              

2-The underlined pronoun “they” in line7 refers to…………………... 
a. the mother                         b. the father                        c. the family                       

      

    3-Mr. and Mrs. Thomson worked at  the……………….  
         a. school                                b.  hospital                           c. bakery             

      

     4- They are eating  ………………………..in the picture. 

         a. chicken                             b. fish                                   c. meat                 

   
 

 

 

        Prepared by: Etab Abdul Monem                                                       H.O.D: Mrs. Nada  Al Bannai 



 

 

Ministry of Education                                                                                                              Second Term 
Hawalli Educational Area                                             

Shaikhan Al Farsi primary school/boys     Unit 8 Let’s be fit and healthy (Exercise)         Grade three 

I-Writing 
a) Write three sentences about “ How to be fit and healthy” using guiding pictures and words: 
 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

(eat – healthy)                (don’t – unhealthy)             (run – fit)    

 

 

 

 

 

  

b) Write the missing words to complete the following text: 

 

       Last night, Hamad drank a lot of ………………..  

 

 

drinks. Today, he is …………………… 

 

 

The doctor gave him some…………… 

  

 

and told him he will get better soon 
 

Prepared by: Etab Abdul Monem                                                       H.O.D: Mrs. Nada  Al Bannai 
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